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Nursing Assistant Education in Video
Students in nursing assistant programs are often faced with the challenge of using a textbook to learn intricate skills, such as how 
to lift and turn a fragile patient or conduct CPR on a young child. Imagine trying to master how to measure vital signs without any 
examples of precisely how a healthy heartbeat should sound. To truly excel, nursing assistants need training resources that address the 
nuances of their role.

Video is the ideal training medium for this highly practical profession. It gives nursing assistants in training and those professionals 
seeking to brush up on their skills an easy way to observe highly technical procedures and complex patient interactions before 
practicing in a clinical setting.

Available for the first time online, Nursing Assistant Education in Video presents nearly 40 training videos designed specifically for 
nursing assistants. Each title features leading experts in the industry providing hands-on demonstrations and step-by-step instructions 
in all of the need-to-know areas of nursing assistance. Much like its award-winning sister product Nursing Education in Video, the high 
quality content within Nursing Assistant Education in Video is the result of a partnership with Medcom Trainex, the world’s most 
respected producer of nursing education videos. 

Quality and Accuracy of Material

In the ever-changing health care industry, it’s crucial that training materials be current. Every film within the collection was produced 
in 2009 or later. Furthermore, all content meets the guidelines of top organizations in the field, including The Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services requirements for OBRA compliance, OSHA standards, and CDC Standard Precaution guidelines. Users of this 
collection can trust that they’re getting their information from a trustworthy source that is committed to supporting the unique needs 
of nursing assistants.

Functionality for Teaching and Learning

Whether your nursing assistant program is on campus or online, the delivery format of Nursing Assistant Education in Video makes it 
simple for users to access the content they want when and where it’s most convenient. Even if your program already uses films in class, 
switching from DVDs to online streaming video has countless advantages:

• Students and professionals can review skills at their own pace before exams and certifications.

• Faculty can select just the most important clips from videos, put them into a playlist, then share them in class or for homework.

• Unlimited users can view films at the same time from the library, their home computer, or their mobile device.

• Scrolling transcripts alongside each video help visual learners process and make sure users never miss a word.

Publication details

Nursing Assistant Education in Video is an online collection available to libraries and educational institutions worldwide via subscription 
or one-time purchase of perpetual rights. No special setup or software is required—all you need is an Internet connection. For more 
information, to request a free trial, or for a price quote, please email sales@alexanderstreet.com.
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